CHAPTER

14

FILTRATION

Sand filtration was thought for some time to be the treatment for rendering seawater
drinkable (Baker, 1981). Although this theory was debunked, filtration is the bulwark
of water treatment. This is reflected by water treatment plants being commonly called
filtration plants or simply "the filters." Filtration, especially when joined with chemical coagulation, produces clear water very low in turbidity. Significant removal of
bacteria and other microbes also occurs in filtration. Craun (1988) concludes that in
all but exceptional situations, effective filtration of surface waters must be provided
. to minimize waterborne disease outbreak. Another application of filtration in water
treatment is preliminary treatment'of a raw water with high suspended solids content.
Filters with very coarse media, known as roughing filters, are used. Filtration is also
used for polishing wastewaters, particularly effluents from stabilization pond systems.
Removal in a filter is accomplished by a number of mechanisms (Tchobanoglous
and Eliassen, 1970). Straining, sedimentation, flocculation, and ]J.ine other chemical
and physical mechanisms have been identified; some are indicated in Fig. 14.1. It is
generally accepted that under the conditions of water filtration the dominant mechanisms are diffusion and sedimentation (Amirtharajah, 1988). Biological growth in a
filter can significantly affect its performance and influence the predominant removal
mechanisms.
Sand is the most common medium; however, other media such as crushed anthracite (hard coals), crushed magnetite, and garnet, besides inert synthetic media are
used. The medium size and the pore openings to which it gives rise are important
characteristics influencing removal. These characteristics also determine to a large
degree the hydraulic performance of the filter.
Removal in a filter is highly dependent on the surface area of the media particles.
The surface area of media available in a given volume of filter is large. Consider a
1 m3 volume of filter with a medium that has a typical porosity of 0.40. Sand particles
in filters often have a nominal diameter near 0.50 mm. Using this information and
assuming that the medium particles are spheres, the number of particles per cubic
meter of filter is 9.17 X 109 and the gross surface area ofthe particles is 7.20 X 103 m 2/m 3•
The effective surface area is less than this value because particles are snie1ded by each
other. Even assuming that only 1% of the surface area is effective yields a substantial
increase in the available surface area compared to the same volume devoid of media.

14.1 SLOW SAND FILTERS AND RAPID FILTERS
The first filtration operations (dating from 1829 in England) were designed simply to
pass water through a bed of sand without any chemical or mechanical assists to the
process. The process is similar to withdrawing water from an infiltration gallery placed
in the sand bed of a river. The flow rates per unit surface area in these filters are low
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Transport and removal mechanisms of filtration. From Ives (1982).

compared to later developments, and they have become known as "slow sand filters."
Many cities in Europe incorporated filtration designed along these lines into their
water treatment processes and they are still in use today. Slow sand filters are still
designed - they are a viable alternative to more recent rapid filters in many circumstances.
Slow sand filters go through a ripening phase of a few weeks after their startup.
During this phase a dense microbial zoogleal or gelatinous growth establishes itself
in the upper layers of the filter. It is in this layer that most of the removal of suspended
and colloidal particles occurs. After a period of time, headloss increases to the cutoff
point and a small layer of medium is scraped off the top of the filter. The biological
growth extends below the layer that was removed and filter performance is not impaired. This cycle is repeated until a minimum depth of medium remains in the filter.
At this time the discarded medium is washed and returned to the filter.
Rapid filters (Fig. 14.2) wereconceived in North America as an alternative to
slow sand filters. Slow sand filters concentrate removals in the upper layers of the
filter, and the rapid filter was designed to utilize the entire depth of a filter bed more
fully to attain a higher throughput of water for a given surface area. A higher loading
rate produces more rapid headloss development. This and the deeper penetration of
solids into the bed limits the only feasible means of rejuvenating the filter media to
backwashing the filter. During backwash, water is forced through the filter in the
upward direction at a velocity sufficient to expand the media. Cleansing occurs by
scour caused by hydraulic shear forces on the media and by abrasive scour reSUlting
from particles rubbing against each other. The former is the more important cleansing
mechanism (Amirtharajah, 1978a).
As the expanded media settles after backwashing is terminated, larger particles
tend to settle towards the bottom of the filter. Larger void spaces are associated with
larger particles of media and the filter becomes a reverse graded sieve, with smaller
openings at the top and larger openings at the bottom. The fine media particles will
accumulate at the top of the media resulting in clogging at the top layer and little use
of the whole filter depth. This leads to a requirement for more uniform media in a
rapid filter.
The higher throughput of water and the lack of significant biological growth
necessitates the addition of chemical coagulating agents to the influent to a rapid filter.
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Figure 14.2 Typical rapid multimedia filter waterway. Courtesy of Eimco Process
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The above characteristics and other features of slow and rapid sand filters are compared
in Table 14.1.
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14.2 FILTERING MATERIALS
The porosity, e, of the filter depends on how well the particles fit together. As the
particles· become less sph~rical, the porosity of a given volume increases. Also, as
particles become less spherical, their surface area increases, which has a beneficial
effect on removal mechanisms that depend on surface area. The measure of shape is
sphericity, t/J, defined as the ratio of the surface area of the equivalent volume sphere
, i ,}
to the actual surface area of the particle.
_ (surface area of a sphere)/V,phere
t/J - (surface area of a particle) / Vparticle

V,phere

=

Vparticle
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The volume (V,) and surface area (A,) of a sphere are calculated from

7Td 3

V'=6
where
d is the diameter of the sphere
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